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charged with soliciting a campaign
HAS
ARMY
SAYS THE FEDERAL
contribution from a corporation, contrary to law. Penalty on conviction is
RETREATED.
a yea r in prison, or a $1,000 line, or
THE
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FRESH OYSTERS,
COVE OYSTERS,
OYSTER COCKTAIL SAUCE,
SWEET RED PIM1ENT0ES,
WALKER'S RED HAT TOMATOES,
DYER'S BAKED BEANS,
IHtot-ln-

3

AND NEW COMB HONEY.

the purpose of bidding on the said
land. The 17,000 acres or more offered
for sale upon this occasion by the
state of New Mexico, many of them
being surrounded or in contact with
ON
beautifully irrigated farms, and there
are several sections in very close
proximity to Deming that are esteemed as specially desirable properties.
DISTHE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS
The sale is attracting attention from
AGREE
PINC HOT AND GILL WRITE one side of the United States to the
other, and there is sure to be a vast
OF CHURCH
hoard of people here upon that occasion.
THE SENATE NOT SO POPULAR
A party of gentlemen from Kansas
and .Missouri this week purchased a
NOW.
section of land near Hondale and will

AN

Poisoned Blood

DRAWN

ISSUE

Oyster Shells
Meat Scraps
Ground Charcoal,

Any Form of Blood
Trouble the Cure is Rapid.

In

RED .;.

mm

HING

NOVEMBER

24, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.

Quickly Cleansed

ADJOURNMENT

DECLINE-ABOLIS-

MONDAY,

Meat, $3.50 per
$2.50 " "
$ .05 " lb.

.

.

!ci
)?!

"

"

$ .03

.

Poultry and Stock FoodComposed
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa,

WKI7E

QC

v pCl

rvu4

vWl.

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE

Aa ostonlshlns recnrd of serious blood
'
1)1(111 OI n,0 burnt..
Gilson Gardner.)
pnlsonlnit is dully brought to our attention.
isA
24.
mst If not all those startling
A verv important investigation was,Aiil
Washington, Nov.
sharp
sue belween President Wilson and the conducted this week, and a very gig- ""o
that wonderful romnly kuowu everywhere
majority of the members of his party milium icni Hicivic npuii
nuw quirniy
toes. A sample can of all of the to Its o. h. H. ICW people
jin congress has arisen over the ques-itloe system becomes infected with tlie acida
of an adjournment between the matoes imported from any other re'ferments from undigested food, conpresent session anil the regular con- gion of the United States was brought stipation and inactive kidneys.
The symptoms are fever, thirst,
vening of congress. If an official ad- into an expert test with a can ot tomadry skin followed by rash, and
as
journment can be had between this toes put up tills year by Pringle & n uny indications
dliiimosed
wrongly
for
would
found
was
that
it
and
it
one,
the
and
This condition is
'inalue
Wintamute,
regular
poisoning.
congress
t universal in all climates and is
be possible for congressmen to collect flavor and quality that the Deming toovercome l.y the action of S. 8. S.
mileage on the theory that they have matoes were very much superior to quickly
The medicinal properties of S. 8. R. are
taken a journey home and back dur-in- any other brand exhibited. This was relatively Just as escntial to well balanced
of
the intervening period. If the two not only the opinion of the person I '.'ilih as are .the nutritive properties
Hie
'
pralns, fins and sugars of our
sessions merge, it will be difficult to making the test, but it was the opin- ft. '!y meats,
And if you will near tills fact
food.
j collect
that mileage. Of course, such ion of all persons who observed it. hi mind and pet your blood under the
Influence of S. K. 8. you will
things have been done. A Republi-- I While some of the other cans are sold dotiihutlnj;
not only drive out those impurities that
can congress once voted that there at a higher price, the can exhibited by cnuse
Camrrh, F.czema, lira-tilliheumatlsni,
'
a our local cannery was found to excell
was a "constructive adjournment"
Rnila nntl tliln anemic blood, but you
of health that
anew
feel
will
the
j theoretical
period of time between the in every point that of any brand put can come only from a thrill
purified blood stream.
of a up in any other section of the United
two an iniinitesimal fraction
Do not accept, anything else In place of
'second which must needs divide the States. It is frequently the case that S. S. S. : pay no attention to the "Just aa
claims of those who would sacrifice
special from the regular session, and when strangers are here that they flood" health
to make an extra profit. 8.
the existence of this theoretical inter buy a case or more of Deming brand your
s. 8. contains no minerals, no crude drugs,
val justified the collection of mileage of tomatoes and have them shipped to nothing hut the most beneficial botanical
8. 8. 8.
which is due at the end of one session their home, and it has never yet tran- materials. 8o he sure and pet
iet a bottle
and avoid
and the beginning of another. The to. spired that they did not pronounce the today and disappointment.
to The
advice
write for free
tal mileage which can be collected is local product superior to anything Swift Specific Co., 222 Swift Bldg., AtGa.
$226,000. This is at the rate of 20 that they have been able to obtain lanta,
cents a mile, and those members liv- elsewhere. There is a reason for this
ing at a distance are more interested in the almost constant sunshine that here, walked into an Eleventh avenue j
than the nearby members.
prevails during the time that toma- restaurant and knocked out a young i
Collecting theoretical mileage is not toes are grown and matured. It gives j masher with a terilfic tlow on the j
in jaw.
very much in line with economy and a flavor that cannot be found
j
The young fellow had insulted Bulk- - j
efliciency and such like reforms, and humid or rainy countries. The test
was hart's
it rnav not be highly approved as a referred to in this connection
daughter, who was
political policy by the titular head ot made without the slightest prejudice walking along the street, and when
the present Democratic party. How- or bias, and the opinion of those who the girl told her father, the latter
ever, if President Wilson would let conducted the test was unanimout walked about the city until the stranger was found.
the boys have their mileage graft it and absolute.
The restaurant attaches were five
is said they would be much cheered
A large shipment of fruit trees ho?
minutes in restoring the young man
and more gracious toward the adminjust been received here, and will bo to
consciousness.
istration's monetary program.
set out by the 40 or 50 farmers order
The decline of the country church is ing them, as soon as the ground can
the subject of a book just published be prepared, it is deemed best to
bv Gifford Pinchot and C. O. Gill. A have the trees set out In the
fail
survey of two rural counties was made lathtr than in the spring in order
in New York and Vermont, and the re that the roots may be firmly imbedded
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
sults very carefully digested and ar when the trees commence to grow in
ranged in book form. The . results the tpring. A good many apple trees
WINDOWS, DOORS
alinw that the country church has are included in this shipment as weli
been for twenty years on the decline. as pears, peaches, prunes and plums.
AND MOULDING
For example, it ia stated that "while
(secretary C. R. Stevenson of the

(Ry

WINTER GROCERY CO.
PHOITE 40.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
8S MAIN.

PHONE

Goal

Wood

SKffSffifliiE

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & 5. F. Railroad Depot.

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

DENVER

THE

& RIO GRANDE

Ml.ttflllRI.PniFin
ST.

LOUIS,

Rill

RAILROAD

CO.

WAY CO
& SOUTHERN CO.

IRON MOUNTAIN

CO.

WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY

SHORTEST LINE TO

and

COLORADO SPRINGS

DFNVER,

PUEBLO,

Where Direct Connections are Made

POINTS

FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN

TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
will find every want anticipated in the modern high-claservice provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
ss

m

I
THROUGH LINE

To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
Points Denver & Rio Grande- AaeA

to be the Scenic

Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
FOR INFORMATION

AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ON

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe.

C. L. POLLARD,

L. A. HUGHES,

President.

j.

R.

N M.

CRICHTON,

Manager

Secretary.

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS IFOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS

GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

$53r"Your Business Solicited."
Phone

100

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

::

and 35 W.

STATES BANK

UNITED

I

TRUST GO.

Does a General Banking Business.
j
I

.,,.,,,

in

I

immnHimim

Your Patronage Solicited

3imiMMMiiimiiMiitimiiHi

iiiiiniiiniiitMiiMii

N. B. LAUGHUN, President.
J. B. LAMY,

:

raiHiiminwiimj

""""""

HAND-PAINTE-

D

&

j

lllllllttltMMIIIMllllllllillllltllir

jW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

CHINA

to delight the eye are now displayed at
Showing- decorations
nri.-- .articles to anneal to everyone Steins.
Cases, Vases, etc. The
Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card
call to see the China Articles
Please
reasonable.
are
prices
before the best pieces have been sold.

H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.

"!'''.

In the twenty years church expendt-- ,
fures in the two counties expressed
in dollars indicated a gain, when expressed in purchasing power, they
While membership
showed a loss.
was making a trifling gain, church at
tendance was suffering an alarming
reduction. In a word, the vitality and
power of the country church in these
two counties is in decline."
It was found that ministers are not
paid enough to support their families.
"One successful minister in Tompkins county," says the book, "graduated from a leading theological semi.
Twenty-fnary in a class of twenty-fiveive
years after graduation it was
found that only six members of his
class are still in the ministry. The
cause assigned was the lack of a liv- ling salary."
The book is well worth study oy
'anvone interested in the subject.
The death rate from tuberculosis in
the city of Washington is between
seven and eight hundred a year, while
3500 people are afflicted with the disease, owing largely to the unsanitary
slums which for thirty years have
housed the poor colored and white
Congress is responsible for
people.
the government of Washington; the
people have no vote.
Not so much has been heard recently about the advisability of abolishing the senate. We predict that
from this time on more will be heard
about the advisability of abolishing
the house. The senate strange to relate has become the popular body.
The reasons are mainly two: First,
senators now get their jobs by popular election: second, the senate is
smaller and it is more easy for the
public to keep tab on the individual
senators. The house proposes; the
senate disposes.
Moreover, the house has become a
machine-ruled- ,
controlled, unresponsive, reactionary body. At the same
time it Is so numerous that it is hard
to bring the responsibility for this
condition home to any individual
momhep nf the house. Add to this
the fact that members representing
districts are controlled largely by
patronage and by a desire to buy reelection through securing local benefits, like public buildings and works,
government
harbor improvements,
army posts or navy yards, etc., at the
expense of the general welfare, and it
iB clear why the senate becomes the
more responsivie and popular body.
This will be increasingly true as more
senators are chosen by the popular
election method; and it will be quite
feasible and desirable to make the
enate the single legislative body by
adding the principle of the recall for
senators.
The treasury department is being
flooded with protests sent in by the
organized bankers who find the in
come tax law very difficult to understand, and the explanations issued by
the department too complex for their
The problem of
iinHorctnndine
how not to pay the tax they do not
find so Intricate.

THE LAND SALE IS
ATTRACTING MANY
TVminar. N. M.. Nov.

24.

A large

lumber ot people are being attracted
to the Deraing country at the present
time to investigate lands that are being offered by the state land commis
sioner at public auction on December

Without exception, they are all
pleased with the outlook and will be
present on the day ot the sale for
8th.

Mhnbres Valley Farmers association
has been making an exhaustive in
vestigation upon the number of acres
of crops under irrigation this year,
and conservatively gives it as his
opinion that there are not less than
This includes alfalfa,
10,000 acres.
kaffir corn, pink beans,
corn, feterita, melons of all
kinds and every variety of garden
truck.
t
of an
John Ingrain planted
acre to choice tomatoes this season,
and reports the sale from the same as
better than $80. It don't take mucn
to figure out from this that tomatoes
are a profitable crop in this vicinity.
M. O. Terry of Cartervme, iuo., u.
M. C'raefored of Topeka, Kans.; Howard Fogg of Bernio, N. M, and Clyde
JI. Becker of Collinsville, Colo., are inValley condivestigating Mimhres
tions today.
a
C. E. Miesse is here again with
party of buyers from the east for the
Mimhres Valley Alfalfa Farms Co.

7rJll

'1'''

Francisco St.

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Oood light

IN

that

Is

easy

on

the eyes

Is

very much to

be

desired.

POWER
IS QUITE

NOTHING

as to touch

SO

the button and

Is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

n

vacu-

ready for the hurried breakfast, your
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
inforday and night' Estimates and full
mation cheeerfully given.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

1. J. SAWYER
223 Sao

fEtGHT

Phone 206 W

SANTA FE, N.M.

milo-maiz-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

,

one-eigh-

FATHER,

I

t
I

THE SANITARY
SHORTDRDERnESTBDRHHT

REGULAR MEALS.

I Open Day and Night.
I Best Equipped, Most Modern.
I Special Dinner Parties.

A MASHER

HUNTS DOWN MASHER.
Altnnna. Pa.. Nov. 24. James Burk- hart, caretaker of the federal building

Majestic Cafe j

LOPEZ, PROP.
NEW MEXICO.

ROMULO

SANTA FE,

FUNERAL
License Numbers,

i
1

CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

1

I

(5)

Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.
Hacks

and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

THANKSGIVING IS
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FRESH FRUIT
Strawberries, Blackberries, Persimmons, Peaches, Imported
Florida Grape Fruit,
Malagas, and California Red Grapes,
Wine
Florida and Louisiana Oranges, Jonathan, Grimes, Golden,
of Apples.
varieties
other
and
Bon
Black
many
Sap,
FRESH VEGETABLES
Califor
Cauliflower, Green and Wax Beans, Spinach, Radishes,
Green
nia Head Lettuce, Parsley, Soup Bunches, Cucumbers,
Onions, Mangos, Celery.
ROOT VEGETABLES
Ruta-BagParsnips, Sweet Spuds,
Beets, Turnips, Carrots,
Onions, Cabbage, Hubbard Squash, Fine White Spuds.
NEW NUTS- -pl
Filberts,
English Walnuts, Black Walnuts, Almonds, Pecans,
Brazil Nuts, Hickory Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts.
ALSO

nrnmcHarv Dates. Imoorted Symrna Figs, Washed
Raisins and
Figs, Cluster Raisins, New Seeded
Cooking
Figs,
Corn.
Currants, Pop
BLUE POINT OYSTERS IN THE SHELL
SELECT AND STANDARD BULK OYSTERS.

n....

Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Hens and Springs.
FRESH FISH
Salmon, Halibut and Barracuda.
SMOKED FISH

White Fish, Salmon, Herring.

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
MEXICO CENTRAL

Coast, via NEW

to Torrance thence.

J
fafflgof
' West
East

The

Best
!For

Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. & P.

EUGENE FOX,

In

s,

Home-mad-e

Kosher Meats, Beef, Pork, Mutton, Veal,
Smoked Tongues, etc.
Sausage, Wienerwurst, Pigs Feet, Brains,
Swift Premium Hams and Bacon.
Spare-Rib-

YOUR FREIGHT

Aft.,

El

Paso, Texas.

60MING

POULTRY

MEATS

Si

FROM SANTA FE

k..iL.

FRESH LIVE LOBSTERS.

CH E E SE

Edam,
Brick, Llmburger, Roquefort, Imported Swiss, Neufch-atel,
Pineapple, Blue Hill, McClaren's, Imported Camembert,
Pimento, Roman Crosse and Blackwell's Parmasan.

Cream,

I! THE

F OR TICKETS

BE

Telephone 9 W

QASPER ST.

CGJi 1

PREPARED to take care
in
the best manner possible.
P
.M
Below you will find listed the good things we
m offer to make your Thanksgiving Dinner
a joyous one:
IN

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

Next Door to Postofflce.

i

104 DON

WILL
1 WE
VV 0f you

DIRECTORS

66--

MODERN GROCERY

CO.

a few days we will open

A

FIRST-CLAS-

S

the
S TUDIO'flt 249 San Francisco Street, 'under
Watch
for
Mr. Gray.
personal supervision of
announcement
the opening

THE GRAY STUDIO
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING
'

fl Santa Fe

PHOTOGRAPHER,-

-

Albuquerque

MONDAY,

NOVEMBER

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

24, 1913.

THE STORY OF THE PANAMA CANAL

GREATEST WALKER OF 'EM ALL EXPECTS TO
BE A REAL HIKER WHEN HE'S 100 YEARS OLD
HAS DEFEATED WESTON
800 MILES ON EACH
AS HE IS OLD.

-B-

Y

HE WALKS

WALKED
AS MANY MILES

Crnm tUa

A

(no doubt as to the ultimate success or tlic absolute necessity for keeping open railroad communication
between
tin1
project. Developments in tliv ln two
ends of rlie line necessitated
J form
more
have
slides
of
brought
a change in (he location and a new
prominently 10 the front the excel line to the ens! of he cut w as selectlence or tile j lit! fi 111 I) whim accepted ed.
tl'i i.:inoritv pliin in linn of tl:i sen
Part :; of Col. (loet.bal's story wil
IVvcl plan us advocated by tin1 tuajori-Ity- , be found in Hie New .Mexican tomor
show how clearly Hit) greater row
act. ili.Ii'.i;inl
iilties that would havf. been en-

THE MAN WHO BUILT IT

THREE TIMES AND RECENTLY
BIRTHDAY

PACE THREE

In

The. New .Mexican is prowl today to
of
man
age.
feat
for
a
Siaff Special.
jpresent to its readers the first part
any
Iiible
San Francisco, Cal., Nov. L'4. Dan
O'Leary would walk a mile thenlof "The Story of the Panama Canal"
O'Leary. 75, recently hiked into this: rest the rest of the hour and walk written by Col. (ieorge W. floetlmls,
city from Portland, about Kiwi miles, another mile and so on until he had Hie man who built the canal that
most
1874 O'Leary has walked lnl,- done the thousand.
stupendous piece of human
57 miles
"and
still have more
i
alwavs keen mv feet in first- handiwork in the world's history,
gasoline in my lank." chuckled the r,.,c.-- condition." said Dan. "liy using This is the first article Col. Coethals
Hie off anv exowth. mnl Ims wrtlten since he took charge
veteran pedestrian.
..rfa,,i"I would like to walk anv man of my feet are soft and smooth. die my Panama a half dozen years ago.
often importuned by
age in tlie world," challenges toe nails and am not bothered w ith though
"Weston preferred. For the ingrowing nails. I never use one pair zines and newspapers, he would not
last 40 years on my birthday I have of shoes two days running. I used up P"t "is pen to paper until his job,;
corn.,"n,;
am iclv nnli-- rnininer down from Portland. was completed or practically
i,
The New .Mexican wishes to
am luo I expect to be a real pleteil.
years old." Last birthday I stepped When
announce, that it has secured exclu- 70. This little trip from Portland was walker.
sive rights of publication of this im
only an exercise gallop. It was beau
iportant articl in this city.
tiful
all the way roads perfect
In "Part I
which we print today,
weather elegant, f figured it would
take Hi days, but I came in lo hours
Rain greeted Santa Feans this morn
ling, bringing out thai rare article, the
umbrella. The temperature yesterday
was from 27 to 51 degrees; the
NO
per cent. On Saturday the
iteniDerature ranged from M2 lo
the average relative humidity was Ml
'per cent. The temperature at 8 a. m.
In other
today was :'.! in Santa Fe.
cities it was as follows:
Amarillo, 12; Bismarck, 21; Boise,
!::: Cheyenne, 1S; Dodge City, 30;
'llurango, 84: Flagstaff, Sll; (Jrand
Junction, r.0; Helena, 2li; Kansas City,
Io- :IS; Lander. 21; Los Angeles. 54;
'ileua, 24; Oklahoma. "6; Phoenix, 5li;
Portland, 50; Pueblo, 20; Rapid City,)
i2fiRosebure. 44: Hoswell, 111; Salt)
jl.ake, 2S; San Francisco, ili; Spokane,
Hi; Tonopah, :;; Williston,

H,,it

'

nil,!,,,-

approved June

tin.

Uiu,,iwr

SEWARE OF OINTMENTS
FOR CATARRH THAT
CONTAIN MERCURY
as mercury will surely destroy
the
sense of smell and completely derange
the whole system when entering
it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
derive from Ihem.
Hall's Catarrh
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury,
and is taken internally, aellng directly
'upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the system
in buying Hall's
.Catarrh Cure bp sure you get the
genuine. II is taken internally and
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney
'& Co., Testimonial free.
Sold by druggists.
Price 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi constipation.

the president
., (.,i :,,
aitenint 10 construct
of tlie (nited stales secured the hocBEST MAN AT WHITE
seii level canal. An Kiiglish scionho at tirst was skeptical as to
essary concession from the republic (isl.
HOUSE WEDDING
of Panama, purchased the rights and the (iaiun dam. after a visit, thought
New
of
French
the
of
Panama
the
'property
tint the expressed opinion
Canal Co., and undertook the connil big engineers
with reference tn
struction of the canal May 4, l!ln4.
j'liedam, namely, "that no such vast
The isihums of Panama runs nearly mul doubtful experiment liould he i'l
oast and west, and tlie canal traverses onlged in," was now applicable to CuThere are probably sonic
lt from Colon on the north lo Panama lchr,i
hoice was
on the south, in a general direction wh" Mill believe a wron-from northwest to southeast, the Pa- - made, bul a visit to the Isthmus is a
cilic terminal being 22 miles east or1 we euro for such cases, provided
Atlantic entrance.
jwi'.;,s that they are open to convict ion.
The canal consists of a sea level
The greatest difficulty of the Panaroute was tlie control or disposi-- ' trance channel from the sea through
tiou of the Chagres river and its
bay to Ciatuu about seven miles
WATCH AND CLOCK
utaries. The canal which the nresi-- ! long, 500 feet bottom width and 41
FAMINE REPORTED
dent was authorized to construct by feet deep at mean lide. At Gatuti the
lake level Is obtained by a
dam across tlie valley. The lake is
Watch-ieWheeling. W. Va.. .Nov.
confined on the Pacific side by a dam
and clocks have migrated from
between the hills and Pedro .Miguel
Oh io county. West Yirgina, and the
locks 32 miles away. Tlie lake thus
residents have taken to telling the
formed has an area of about ll!4
time by the sun moon and stars, de-- i
jsnuare miles and a channel depth of
William
Assessor
dares County
not less than 45 feet al normal stage.
'
At tlatuu ships pass from the sea
jNaukc, who has reported that there
lis not a single timepiece ill Fulton,
(QtArC
(to the lake level and vice versa, by
in town of 2,0iKi inhabitattils. and few
three locks in (light. On the Pacific
Specially posed photograph of Dr. in Ohio County.
side there is one lift of 3u feet at
Wilfred T. (Irenfell of Labrador, wlioi In West Virginia, a watch or clock
55
nt
a
to
held
lake
small
.Miguel
,
property,
feel about sea level by the dams at is to he Sayre's best man at his wed-- is assessable as personal
to .Miss Jessie Wilson.
jThe county, which includes Wheeling
Aliraflores, where two lifts overcome ding
Dr. (Ireiifi-l- l is devoting his life as ,las a population or on.iioo but only 271
ithe difference of level to the sea. The
channel between the locks on the Pa-- ; medical missionary to the fishermen watches and clocks, according to the
jeiiie Hide is 511(1 feet wide at the bot of Labrador and Newfoundland, and report.
of
Similar conditions are said to exist
tom and 4.i ieot. deep at mean tide for some time the future
'Through the lake the bottom widths (President Wilson acted as the doctor's all over the state.
are not less than IO110 feet for about assistant in the north.
800. feet
for about four
lti miles,
10.
WILSON'S ENUOV
itnile, Sou feet for about three miles, SUNDAY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
Local Data.
'and through the continental divide or,
ON NOVEMBER 23, 1913.
TO REBEL CHIEF
(W
Highest temperature this date last
it. is commonly called, the Culebra Methodisl Sunday School
this date,
5!.
S.
one
S.
MVthodist
to
jyear 5:1; lowest, 27. Extreme in 1009:
Pedro
Ras
Miguel
ago
from
year
Obispo
('nt,
41 years' record, highest, (J2.
I'.H:
la distance of nine miles, the bottom Presbyterian Sunday School
lowest, s, in ISIlli.
width is 3oo feet. The total length of Presbyterian S. S. one year ago...t0!j
Forecast.
"
tile canal from deep water in the Car- For Santa Fe and vicinity: Threat
W'ibean to tleen water in tlie Pacific, is
1
rr
Ibis
afternoon
OT QUICK feSUHS,
Bl
ening with light rain
,.,!,., Itv KO miles. 15 miles of which
and probably tonight; Tuesday genare at sea level.
(little
erally fair.
Provisions have been made to am
Dan O'Leary,
vnr
vfexieo: Clouilv with rain
pedestrian
tint
canal.
of
entrances
the
miles
since
who has walked 101,857
ply protect,
Coffei
tonight or Tuesday, wanner Tuesday.
1874During the winter mouths occasional
Conditions.
of
sideAtlantic
occur
on
the
storms
Ik .
iiyoeRiieoD
j
The center of high barometer has
vim knew
ahead of this. Firsl five days I aversuch violence that vessels cannot lie
and
moved eastward to the middle
dnrdropped
aged 63 miles per. Then
and
Colon
in
with safety
liest iis well as Wo (In volt
harbor,
down to 53, which was good going iting the progress of such slorms enis falling gradually over the
meter
AVoiihl buy il every lime.
self."
trance and egress from the canal
western stales, with a tendency toIn 1870 iu a hall here Dan O'Leary ward the formation of a storm center
would be unsafe. To overcome this
The only way lo learn
.walked 5h0 miles in six days. Later over the north Pacific and in Arizona.
condition a breakwater has been exCol. George Washington Goethals, U. S. A., Builder of the Panama
the same year he defeated Hem'y considerable cloudiness is present in Canal.
tended from Tore- point in a northomul it is, is lo t ry it.
how
contest here for tlle
Schmehl in a
easterly direction which not only propolltllwest, and iigi,t rain has
a side.
If yon try it and tlon'l
j(n j,, partg of Colorado, New Mexico Col. Goethals gives an outline of the the provisions of tlie Spooner act was tects the entrance but provides a safe
After that he walked all over the:on( Arizona, while heavier rains have kind of canal proposed to be built and the lock type recommended by the harbor. Another breakwater extend
in ed from the east side of tiie entrance!
like il lietler than any othworld. France, England, Canada and occurred in 'Washington find northern some idea of the objections to it that first isthmian canal commission
were firsl raised, as well as the enor- its report submitted Nov. Iti, 1901. will give some protection nguiiisl silt- Australia. He defeated Weston three Oregon. Temperatures continue
er your "roeer will return
In London in 1880, In a
crate for the season. Conditions favor mous difficulties that had to be met This plan provided a lake for controll- ing and enable small boats to lay
in
the
the
anchored
the
He
in
overcome
creatthe
27
following
along
and
Chagres,
ing
building.
alongside shipping
match he beat Weston
miles,
cloudy and threatening w eather in this
WILLIAM liAY.Mll) IIAI.K. personyour money.
of tlie New Pauama Canal Co, outer harbor during the more severe
ing so much excitement that parlia-- ; section with rain this afternoon and starts his story from the enactment of plans
al
reextent
fullest
to
entrance
representative of President Wilson
the
Pacific
The
winds.
the
trade
the first Panama legislation by
thereby utilizing
"Hello" "yes."
ment adjourned to watch the contest. probably tonight.
o bo
conferred at Nogales, Sonora,
Iu very brief the work already accomplished.
no protection from storms, but
States
'United
congress.
quires
at
of
a
send
me
can
was
"Please
match
strenuous
last
His
with Venusiiauo Caivan.a, leader of
in the progress of tlie work the set of the silt bearing current
lie tells of the discussion of the
Early
Ads.
New
Want
(form
Mexican
walked
when
he
always
in
1907
Cincinnati
Mexican
rebellion against Dictator
Schilling's Best Coffee."
sea level and lock types which raged the construction of a sea level canal from the easl is at right nnglcB to the
1000- miles iti" 1000 hours, a remarkbring results. Try it.
"All right" "Good by."
Colonel was agitated; this is undoubtedly the channel aud the silling made dredgthe country.
(I'tierta.
throughout
" Goethals' story is a plain, simple tale ideal canul. It took such a hold on ing necessary.
of a
wonderful achievement. The the public mind that, in consideration
(By silting fol. Goethals means the
language is direct as are his methods, of the international importance of the deposit of fine sediment in a channel WOMAN SCIENTIST TRYING TO SOLVE
board
a
convened
it can be understood as well by the work, the president
or waterway as the result of the acschool child as by the father who of consulting engineers to consider tion of currents or tides or the natural
canal
and report upon the type of
flow of a stream.)
(reads it to him. The Editor.
MOST BAFFLING RIDDLE OF MEDICINE
which should be adopted. The minorPART I.
To prevent this shoaling a dike has
rein number,
five
board,
of
Goeththe
Col.
ity
Washington
George
(By
been constructed from the mainland "I Hope to Establish a Blood Test That Will Make the Diagnosis of
s
ported in favor of the lock type for
als.)
a distance
a canal would at Balboa to Naos island,
Riddle of Dreaded Disease," said Dr,
such
and
the
Solve
that
reasons
the
Easy,
States
United
Thereby
of
engineers,
Corps
lor ships and of about four miles.
Claypoole.
Army, Chairman and Chief Engineer, provide greater safety
The lakes submerged the tracks of
of traffic
of
less
interruption
Commission
danger
Isthmian Canal
and the Panama railroad for the greater
(Copyrighted 1913, by the Newspaper by reason of its wider, straighter
of Its length and as this road
Enterprise Association in the Unit- deeper channels, as wen as q inciter part
for construction pured States. Great Britain France and passage for large ships; the other was necessary
considerations were that such a canal poses and for the operation and mainGermany.)
reconit was
It is not possible in the time at my could be built in less time for less tenance of the canal, with tlie
excepstructed throughout,
On June 29, 190(1, tlie
disposal to enter upon a description of money.
It
of tion of a few miles at either end.
explorations and investigations gress authorized the construction
intended to pass the
which were made of the various the lock type of canal, In accordance was originally
Cut. on
routes proposed lor a canal joining uvith the general plans ot tne minoi uj new railroad through Culebra
the water surthe two oceans, nor can any account of the board, and the work was car a ledge, 10 feet above
face, to be left, for this purpose durbe taken of the consideration which ied on along these lines.
of the channel
Since then the wisdom of the choice ing the excavation
resulted in the mtted Slates finally
is through the cut, but the slides and
and
there
shown
it
has
Suffice
been
route.
clearly
Panama
adopting the
2$, V.r2,
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HOW OUR BOYS ON THE BORDER
GET THEIR "MESSAGE TO

GARCIA."

Sterpto-thricosi-

-

-

con-th-

wilt

MORE

PHOTOGRAPHS

EXCLUSIVE

TO

THE NEW MEXICAN FROM THE

MEXICAN BORDER.
.

fell
Field Radio Wireless Section of Co.D. Setting up the Wireless Outfit and
Sending a Message 35 Miles. The Out fit is Carried on the Pack Mules.
For instance:
iBv W. H. Durborough.)
The field radio wireless section of
Staff Photographer and Correspond-l
corns. 2nd division,
Coninnnv 11
ent.
On The Border With '1 he Army, jr. S. A., ca:; set up Its outtu m one
and ,10 seconds, n can set up.
ov 16 -- When General Carter wants
a
ad
in word message 85
d
a
to
subordinates-ito send a message
the run again in 0 minute
officer In command at a distant point
consider he "Telefunken radio
cr to the firing line ir. a practice bat
IM l uav:u uii
uuii.n.Duii"
ICicpiajjii
tU, does he wiite his message on tis , ai'd
in the field. It was bought from
m r it In n ffinsill flTld
Clio tin not"
JIMU,
ttliu, uuiuo Liinv
giro it to a trusty scout to deliver at 0( any the Vnited
States Is the only
counlry,
the riak of
hi. Ufa
one that can use it.
on
he
scribbles a few words
No.
Thjg outflt consists of two wagons,
nnnpr nannH it tn n mocuur oar- f,r rnp one
power and one instrument. Operasignal corps, and a minute or so later tors can send wireless messages 250
the officer, 250 miles away, will be miles over land or water. Two operareading it.
tors can receive separate messages at
You see, the army uses the wireless the same time over the same wire.
here on the Mexican border!
The wire section of Company D can
It is in the efficiency of the signal lay and take up wire on the run, six
corps especially that the XT. S. A of miles to each cart, on ground or
today stands far ahead of the army or through water, as the wire is heavily
insulated.
years ago.
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the Firing Line, Six Miles
Serg. Martin, Co. D., Signal Corps, U. S. A., Operator, Receiving a Me ssage From
i
Away By Field Wireless.
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iganism which causes the mysterious
(Special Correspondence!
and deadly disease. Dr. Claypoole is
Berkeley, Cal., Nov. 21. A woman.
cultures
Dr. Edith .1. Claypoole. of the Univer- trying to find a way. Through
and with her microscope she is ensity of California, is trying to solve the
most baffling riddle of medical science deavoring to trace the life It of this germin
sets up
what chemical action
sterptol hricosis.
means of proving its
the blood and-thunderThis disease, so obscurely
presence.
-stood, resembles tuberculosis and is
"1 hope." she said, to simply estabusually confused with that scourge by lish satisfactory clinical tests that will
the majority of doctors.
make the diagnosis of this disease
i .,, seeking a test that will
Only the most skillful can detect paBV
sterptothricosis, and then only when;worij as the Wasserniann blood test
the disease has reached a most ad- - does for other diseases. It I am suc
vanced and malignant stage.
cessful it w ill solve the riddle of this
There exists no simple and sure way dreaded malady. There is nothing tin- lof isolating the sterptothrix,
the or- usual about the work at all.
-

j
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SANTA FE BOYS PROVED
THEMSELVES GOOD LOSERS

NOVEMBER

PH,LADELGp0Hi

24, 1913.

ANRiN"

tary Daniels today ordered seven
hundred and fifty marines from Phil- dolphia t0 Pensacola, Florida, to be
"The. assortment of plavs opened up
on the reservation
stationed
lociil team
!.' the
bewild..
,
,.
.
vu - .
eien ine Kama he e even, nun iio
on
later
the
this
week
transport
iwere groping in the dark from start
finish, although they seemed to Prairie.
jtj
Secretary Daniels' order follows
take a slight brace in the last quarthe favorable report of Assistant Secl"r'
retary Kooaevelt, who found the
"The Albuquerque high school team
reservation
adapted
school
will play the Menaul
team to the advance baseespecially
work being car'''even next Saturday on Association ried on by marine corps.
P" field to decide the city prepaid ll is Secretary Daniels' intention to
tory school championship, the teams concentrate the marines at several
having played a fi to 0 earlier in the principal stations, one at Pensacola,
srason. In case A. If. S. defeats Me- - others on the Pacillc
coast, the Palifllll If tu nncclUa i,at tl.air
v. nama canal zone and at
Philadelphia.
tend the season another week and
Pdrtales
play
high school.
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
"
IN SANTIAGO, CHILE.
"The line-up- :
Santiago, Chile, Nov. 24. Colonel
"A. H. S. Knds, Emmons (captain)
and Chavez; tackles, Clifford and Theodore Hoosevelt and the members
Hanmim; guards, Turner and Boldt, of his party attended service at the
Moser and Putney;
center, Wilson; Angelicau church yesterday. Two
atquarter, Thackery: halves. Calkins, thousand Chilean boy scouts also
tended.
Mann and Harwood; full. Camp,
The American guests were present
""""sauta Fe Knds, Martinez and Friat the races in the afternoon and at.
day; tackles, Catrothers, and Uucero; a dinner at the government palace at
guards, Tascheck and Ilammil; center, night.
Gibson; quarter, McCormick; halves,
The party today went on a sightlikens, Cartwright and Slaughter; seeing trip around the
city, followed
full, Griffin.
by a garden party, and will attend a
"Referee, Johnson; umpire, Kalker; great ball given by the minister of
linesman, Shufflebarger; timekeepers, foreign affaris tonight.
Milne nd Asplund.
HANS' SCHMIDTS' TRIAL

EANTA FE BOYS.

,

clearly outclassed by the
high school foot ball team of the Duke
City, the Santa Fe boys won the admiration of both friend and foe by a
rienrl name Ftnnrt attitude, nffpr'nu tn
out the game with but ten men.
A row was raised when Slaughter was
substituted for Cartwright, who was
This
disabled.
gameness settled
the dispute and allowed Slaughter to
take his place in the field.
The score was 44 to 0.
Discussing the game the Sunday
journal sporting editor thus
ments:
"It was purely and simply a case of
l
co much class on the part of the
team, and, as a result of the utter
inability of the team from the Ancient
City to cope with their opponents, the
Central school boys did not play up
M (heir usual form.
In fact, from beginning to end, on account of injuries
players and other delays, the game
was so slow 1hat neither team was
' to even get warmed up.
Santa
I V was touted as
having not been defeated this year, but, that being the
case, it is o cinch they don't play the
f ame brnnd of football in the vicinity
of the state capital as is indulged in
in this neck of the woods.

.v

,

adjoin-Altlioug- h

victory over
The current answer is to be
Yale.
I OBJECT TO BE CLASSED WITH FAT LADY IN A CIRCUS."
found in the
perfect coachplay of
MATHEWSON. ing system and machine-likthe Harvard team of 1913.
Every
of the Many, Though Annoying, Reasons Why Fame member of the Crimson combination
One
Of
Tells
and
Game
of
the
Talks
Baseball
of
"Big Six"
was but a perfect fitting and well
Isn't Always Happiness.
oiled cog in the team mechanism.
In the West.
As a result of the football sanies
of last week the best team of the
west must be selected from the undefeated teams of the University of
!Chicago, University of Nebraska, the
and
college
Michigan Agricultural
Notre Dame, wMth the University of
Michigan thrown in for good measure.
Chicago is undisputed champion of
the "Big Nine," and the record of the
Maroons for the season is probably
the most Impressive recorded in the
nine years of the present conference
organization.
Nebraska, has had the honor of de'
feating two big nine teams, three
'
Missouri Valley conference
aggrega
'
tions and the Haski'll Indians,
The Michigan Aggies stand high he- caiise of the defeats administered to
Wisconsin and Michigan. Notre Dame
!hus standing because of the humiliation of the two strong teams of the
least, and Michigan, once defeated, if
GOES OVER TO DEC. 8.
'entitled to a place among the leaders
TO
AMERICAN FEDERATION
ALLEGED NECKLACE THIEVES
Now "York, Nov. 24. By consent of
because of Its final games in which
BRICKLAYERS UNION.
SENTENCED AT LONDON.
FIGHT
counsel for both sides, Judge Foster
Ithree of the strong teams of the easl
the trial of Hans
:wore defeated.
was
24
24.
Nov.
Members today adjourned
Sentence
proIndaiapolis, Ind., Nov.
London,
the priest who murdered
Schmidt,
Whether some one of these five
on
who
at the Oid Bailey today
of the building trades council,
Anna Aumuller, until Dec. 8. The deteams has the right to claim the tit!" nounced
on jobs where
iof American champion is capable of ifeur prisoners charged with stealing have been employed
fense cold it was impossible to
ard receiving the pearl necklace va members of the local bricklayers, matheir case by tomorrow, the date
much discussion.
g sons
International ;)i
lued at $(i50,noo which disapeared
and plasterer's
fixed.
evimisly
Kach of the teams of Ihe big nine
transit by registered mail from ui.ion of America we're working, were
conference met defeat by Chicago ex- Paris to London, on
trades DOES NOT WANT
16, but was ordered on strike.
Eighteen
July
cept Ohio State, with which no game afterwards found lying on a side walk Uire affected.
AN ABSOLUTE
DIVORCE
was scheduled. Uach game was a in London with
e
q,-only one or two pearls
flght between the building
decisive and clear cut demonstration
'
were
arested
The
accused
m-- i.
trades council and the bricklayer's!,,'
L.,
of Chicago's superiority, with the pos- missing.
- ,..' '!,."
on September a while negot a ting the unlon, that it ,8 not afflliated vil!, tne
sible exception of the Perdue match sale o the necklace Two of the men
American Federation of Labor, is na- inlel.,ocutorv decree of divorce sUa
The
game left sorr" Lockett and Grizard were condemned
tctla in its scope.
be made finaI or vacated
doubt in the minds of the critic to
Beven years penal service. Sulber
,At the American Federation of la - ;nad refllsed t0
ask for
whether the Maroons were inherently man to five
years, and Gutterwerth to Uor convention at Seattle last week jaB ,t gaid lt wou(j eav'
the stronger, but other Perdue games
months hard labor.
was
on
war
declared
the
eighteen
bricklayers
james c njsnon a Wall
dispelled this doubt.
After the prisoners had been found international union, because it was jfree t0 ma,.ry Mrs. ielia.
Last place in the big nine race unfit
have
that
the
was
their
record
produ- charged
police
bricklayers
Mrs. Gwathmey, wife
questionably is Northwestern's wl'h guilty,
tempted to extend their jurisdiction president of the New X
Ohio State and Indiana a short dis- - ced and Bhowed that three of them over
to
which
work
rightfully belongs
change, was named by Mrs. Bishop in
tanve above the cellar champiens. had been convicted previously. Chief
the Marbleworkers, a member of the her divorce suit The supreme court
had
tor
that
said
Lockett
Ward
Inspec
Minnesota and Perdue both have fi'ed
American Federation of labor.
directed Mrs. Bishop to act on the
the claim to second place while Wis- been convicted in the United States.
The action of the building trades motion of her husband, who said he
consin protests vehmenently against
Jr. When
WILL FIGHT IF MRS.
7
against
tiday is tauen in wanted to know whether he was marChristy Mathewson, famous pitcherwith the Giants, and his wife and year old son, Christopher,
being relegated to fourth.
PANKHURST IS ARRESTED suport of the local marble workers ried or divorced.
think he will be a top noteher."
asked if he would make a ball playerof the boy, "Big Six" said: "Not
In the Missouri valley, Nebraska's
union, who are engaged in the con- man, and Sam Crawford honors are shared by Missouri, undeme asking if I would Bpend two hours their lead-of- f
24. In
a fighting troversy over the laying of inside MEXICAN DESPERADO
Nov.
(Staff Sneeial)
London,
Ca.1..
a day in their sporting department have been hitting over .400 ever since feated in the games of the conference. speech delivered at the weekly meeting marble,
Nov. 24.
San Francisco
IS STILL AT LARGE
mi bmuubl eijuui
famous
the
"Big
of the Women's Social and Pojust shaking hands with their custom-Six- we startea. I ngure tnac me- more ",c
Mathewson,
Salt Lake City, Nov. 24. Ralph
Christy
today
two
teams
met
the
of baseball, is having the timejers. Can you beat It? They offered variety I can give' them the belter off standing against
warned FOOTBALL ROOTER DIES
litical Union, Mrs. Dacre-FoLopez, Mexican desperado, who killed
in common, Kansas and Ames.
of his life touring the west to keep me SI 00 an hour, at that. You would I will be."
the government that "if the police atOF APOPLECTIC STROKE four men Friday, still was at large tot
Matty has never pitched a Sunday
from being placed in the same class as think that I was some sort of freak
tempt to arrest Mrs. Emmeline
day. Although there were reports of
calf or the fat lady in a like the fat lady in a circus. I always game of ball in all his 11 years on the OLIUEUAIL (N THE
a
when she lands in England on
AY is., Nov. 24
his trail being picked up in the Lake
C. 13. SimpSparta,
from the United States they son, proprietor of the largest hard- mountains this morning by posses it
her
sideshow. For that and other reasons want to satisfy the fans, but some-- , diamond.
GIRL FROM MUMMS will arrival
"Of course, 1 have a little religion,"
j
he has decided to leave McGraw's times they ask a little too hutch."
have their hands full.'
ware store in Sparta, is a victim of was feared he had made good his esI
is
It
because
"but
The
had
added
heaver
world-tou- r
famous
chiefly
stars and try to live, eat
The arrest of the militant leader, his love-fajhe said,
football. On Saturday he cape to the west.
and act like an ordinary human, if the spitball to his category of curves, want Sunday as a day of rest that I
"THE GIRL FROM
MUMMS," the speaker declared, would not be was one of those who cheered loudest
to
and
work.
refuse
benders,
for the Sparta team which was beat GETS 30 DAYS FOR BEATING
professional advertisers will give him .shoots
which conies to the 'Elks theatre on allowed.
"Will I ever work in the minor
"This White Sox bunch is the hard- WIFE ONCE A WEEK.
a chance.
"A bodyguard has already been form ing, 60 to 2, the Grand Rapids tanl. "
December
with Mies Olive Vail, in
I
to
ever
went
is
batters
hard
up leagues? Well, that
pretty
"I am nof strong for being paraded est lot of
Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 24. On comrole is called "The Fashion ed for Mrs. Pankhurst," she said with) one of the candidates against It for
the
title
to
looks
Most
say.
before the fans just so they can getjagainst and nearly everything
players have to come
When the plaint of his wife, who declared her
Geueral Airs. Flora Drummond at its the state championship.
to them. I am trying the spit- - that sooner or later. It may be that Plate of Musical Comedy." Not only
a look at me. A Lob Angeles depart-jalikhead. Its force will be sufficient to Spartans made the final touchdown husband had beaten her once every
this
but
and
have
pro
press
public
I
1
to
see if can prevent them from
will be forced to pitch in the minors
ment store pulled one while we werejter
nounced It absolutely the best vehicle oppose effectively any physical vio- Simpson fell in an attack of apoplexy. week since they were married, a total
on our way to the coast. They wired .batting me all over the lot. Weaver, some day."
It Today he died. He was 51 years old. of 2,000 times, Peter Edwards was
Vihich this clever artist has ever had. lence attempted by the police.
sentenced to thirty days in the workSurrounded by a company of un usual bludgeons are used, the bodyguard will
SALE
TO INVESTIGATE
house at a Sunday session of police
excellence, and what is already being have means to defend itself."
OF COCAINE IN PUEBLO. court here.
called Olive Vail's Beauty Chorus," it
BARE
is little wonder that "THE GIRL ROCKEFELLER HELPS OUT
Pueblo, Colo., Nov. 24. Investigathis LABOR RIOTS IN SOUTH
IN $4,000,000 FUND. tion of the sale of cocaine in
FROM MUMMS" has proven one of
AFRICA RESULT IN DEATHS.
So If You Have Pretty Toes Prepare to Show Them Now, That Is, If Yo u Want To Be Really and Truly Upthe real musical comedy hits of re- zNew York, Nov. 24. John D. Rocke- city will be undertaken by the county
Pretoria, Union of South Africa,
cent years. It is certainly proving it- - feller, Jr., today contributed $25,000 grand ;,ury which convened today. In
were killed
self the most popular musical show of to the $4,000,000 fund being raised giving instructions Judge Essex de- Nov. 24. Three natives
a
for the Young Women's and Young clared, that cocaine was a curse to and 22 wounded by the police during
the season.
Of the
mine.
The hook is by J. A. Lacy, and is a Men's Christian associations. The to- the community and that it was evi- l lot; at the Premier
6,000
decided innovation from the usual tal pledges at 3 p. m. amounted to dent that its distribution must be 22,000 natives employed, there the
joined the rioters, who looted
from a central agency.
book provided for musical comedy, in-- j $3,427,247.
stores and attacked the natives of an
nsmuch as it has a real plot, is acother compound.
the
situations
for
and
funny
tually
'comedy are skillfully built up and the BIGGEST
CHRISTAN
FOR
TO RAISE MONEY
CAMPAIGN
WOMAN'S DANGER PERIOD
climaxes provided in a manner which
Us said to be from 45 to 50. What
shows more than ordinary knowledge
IN ONE DAYj!
ASSOCIATIONS--$2,000,00- 0
should be a most natural change in
;cV statecraft, but what seems to be
of
a woman's life, is, on account
in
of
success
the greatest factor
the
modern methods of living, fraught,
"THE GIRL FROM MUMMS" is the
'with most annoying and painful
score by F. A. Bohnhorst. It is almost
Women when passing
symptoms.
impossible to adequately describe this
Ithrough this critical period should
tuneful'melange without becoming too
rely on Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegprone to the use of adjectives. It con-- I
as it has proved
etable Compound,
tains more real hits than any two
wonderfully successful In carrying woshows within the writer's knowledge.
men safely through the change of
'Among its sixteen musical numbers
life.
jthe following might be pointed out as
which
of
of
the kind
songs
examples
I you have pretty feet and no oba musical co
tumes" London has taken kindly (0 are necessary to make
in
them
to
public
showing
jection
popular; ine uin or niumms
the idea of bare feet for another) medy
"There's A Reason," Capand
arrived.
Mine,"
has
chance
jour
reason. That is the extraordinary ef-- tivating Cleo 'Teach Me," "The Road
For from the inner council chamber
fective appearance of Maxine Elliott to Philadelphia" and "My Italian
.of Paris
workrooms, whence the
as Potlnhnr's Wife In the Enelish nro- Rose."
lords of fashion send forth their de.
. 4, ... ,. , ,
..
,1 "THE GIRL FROM MUMMS" with
,.r
'
crees, has come an announcement that
the original cast including Miss 01iv9
SEEEHAN AND BECK
wears
and His Brethren." Miss Elliott
;VaUi
Bilk stockings and slippers are very
0,jve Jackson Barry, John
j Miss
else
but
sandals
and
Miss
PRESENT
E.
Nellie
nothing
Watters,
rings
Frank,
bad form with oriental costumes such
Devona Mae, Miss Marjle Dow, Louise
on her toes.
THE DAINTY PARISIAN MUSICAL COMEDY
I
as the "minaret" or with the classic
Fashionable women in London are'Resan and Mr. F. Bertrand; the last
draperies which are worn by more
named celebrated dancing team
all striving to inntate her and there.(two
conservative women.
is joy in the hearts of the chiropo-- thfc olive Vai) Beauty Chorus will be
Paris says that women who wish to
dists and money in their pockets, as heard at the Elks Theatre.
in
of
note
the
their
preserve
harmony
well.
gowns must show bare feet with sanVnrl U'nniPtl f GRASSHOPPERS
i Iranv i,i'Q,nl
dals or at any rate the modified sanof society!
section
more
reckless
ihe
dal or cothurn which has the slipper
GNAW THE ROPE
which writes itself with a capital S.
foot, but has narrow ribbon lacings
across the Instep and continued half
have made their appearance with bare
v
ifeet and the modern sandal or coth- - 'ippprg, eating through a new
way up the leg. This slipper has, of
The fashion does not seem very inch hemp rope, caused Daniel
course, already made its appearance
but man, a carpenter, aged 70 to fall thirty
In blizzard weather,
wherever the tango is danced or the
jfeet from the top of a silo he was
attention
has
fashion
is
when
paid any
trotted.
"trot"
But heretofore it
building on the farm of Jesse Mohler.
to the thermometer?
has been worn over silk stockings.
WITH
Laugh man was unconscious for a time,
While the production of the oriental
Paris says bare feet
'but will recover.
So you might as well prepare toj Since the invasion of the Kansas
play "Le Minaret" has set Paris crazy
MAXINE ELLIOTT AS "POTIPHand
on the subject of "lampshade cos- - AR'S WIFE."
shiver!
hoppers about a week ago, the fields
jhave been covered with the insects.
Perfect Cast and Chorus
They gather in clouds around silos,
the
fact
well
How
corn
they accomplished
i gridiron games of 1913 are history.
bating
being packed away. They
A Parisian Musical
FOOTBALL
the season's score gathered on the rope which supported
Sensation
Looking back over the short period is witnessed by
HISTORV HAS
jthe scaffold on which Laughman was
jof play allotted to football in this sheets.
with Sparkling
Effervescing
to Yale in working and cut the strands until they
BEEN WRITTEN section, the records of Harvard ana Harvard proved superior
Tunes and Trippling
Mrs. James 8. Cushman, President
The real every department of the game when 'broke under his weight.
the Navy stand
Melodies.
to come, bu the two elevens are considered as
test .of the Middies is yet
of the New York Womans Association
...... ., ; , ,
Nov.
24. With
the . i. . VI1I11SOI1
New York,
M HOLLAND. ACTOR.
16
monKlndn
thnrP
, .. . - e
,.,
HITS
...l.l..
MUSICAL
llinvunnro.
UOIllUieieU
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llUS
eraUUn
niu...uuu....
"UUir
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lilt
Active In Raising Large Sum for Y.
DIES OF HEART DISEASE
game on and there is not a drop of bitterness was but little advantage one way or
playing of the Harvard-Yal- e
C. A. The Flow of
W.
A.
Y.
C.
and
M.
CLEO.
Cleveland. Ohio, Nov. 24. E. M.
"Before I Had the Measles"
Saturday at Cambridge, the climax of, in the Cambridge cup of jov. To win the other, with the one exception of
Contributions was Marked on this
Iho eastern football season was reach-- ( every game of the schedule, ending (Charles E. Brickley, the Crimson's Holland. 65. a widely known actor
More
On
the
Day
First
Clock.
Huge
Even died here today of heart disease. Hol
Aside from the Pennsylvania-- with the complete elimination of her phenomenal field goal kicker.
SEATS ON SALE AT ZOOK'S DRUG STORE
ed.
than $2000,000 was Contributed, John
Otrnell same on ThanksElvme day ereatest athletic rival, was thn task Brickley owes his opportunities to his land starred in many productions and
With
List
the
Rockefeller
D.
Heading
contest on the that Harvard players and coaches set teammates and it is necessary to look created leading roles in many others.
and the Army-NavPrice, $1.00, 75c and 50c- 'Jt
V
S350,000.
home
was
York.
In
for
In
's
forHis
themselves
New
the
Important
early
September. jbeyond Brickley kicking ability
following' Saturday,
the reason of the
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SICK, SOUR STOMACH,
INDIGESTION

1

loRooming House, completely furnished, good
cation, 18 rooms. Will pay $300 per month. Price $6,000.00
12.00
FOR RENT
Store Room on Galisteo Street. .Rent per month
Store Room on San Francisco Street. Rent per
30.00
month
Good location. Rent
Modern Dwelling.
35.00
per month
Modern Dwelling, good location. Rent
30.00
per month
Bonds.
and
and
Insurance
Grants
Surety
Land
City
Property.
Ranches,

FOR SALE

AGE NO BARRIER TO

OR GAS

Take "Pape's Diapepsin" and in five
minutes you'll wonder what became of misery in stomach.
Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the damage do you? Well, don't bother. If
your stomach is In a revolt ; if sour,
gassy and upset, and what you just
ate has fermented Into stubborn
lumps: head dizzy and aches: belch
Rases and acids and eructate undigested food: breath foul, tongue coated
:jnst talte a little Pape's Diapepsin and
ii five minutes you wonder what be-- j
came of the Indigestion and distress,
MMJions of men and women today
know that it needless to have a bad
jstonmch. A little DiapepBin occasion-- !
lally keeps this delicate organ regit-- ;
Mated and they eat their favorite foods
without fear.
If your stomach doesn't lake care of
your liberal limit without rebellion;
if your food is a damage instead of a
jhelp, remember the quickest, surest,
imost harmless relief is l'ape.'s Diapi-psin which costs only fifty cents for a
llarge case at drug stores. It's truly
wonderful if digests food and sets
things Ktraight. so gently and easily
!lhut it is really astonishing. Please,
for your sake, don't go on and on with
la weak, disordered stomach; it's so
unnecessary.

Six-roo-

Five-roo-

O. C. WATSON & CO.

STUDY

'INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.

EDUCTION

JOACHIM,

SAYS

UP

TAKE

MEN'S AND BOYS'

SPECIALS

READY-TO-WEA-

R

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

PEERLESS

ANYONE

1

CO.

GOO0S

DRY

THIS WEEK'S

IN ALL
SENOR TELLO, PUPIL OF

SELIGIN

ADOLF

VIOLIN

MAY

INSTRUMENT AT ANY

MILLINERY

All Wool Blue

MRS.W. LINDHARDT

210 5AN FRANCISCO

Serge for Men,

$1

1.95 worth $18.

WATCH OUR WINDOWS.

j

TIME,

i

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
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BUT

CONCERT

PLAYERS

START AT AGE OF REASON.

MUST

PHONE

ST..

180.

j

Phone, 189 J.
:
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
:
119 San Francisco St.,

125 Palace Ave.
foundation."
Spanish His Tongue.
Although horn in llrazil. .Mr. Tello
says that be speaks but little l'omi-- .
"Nor have I devoted much
gtiese.
time to Kuropean languages such as
German French or Italian. .My mothtongue, by Adoption at least, is
N
am
siuu.wuk
jhkum!
fepuuisn.
which is so useful in North America.'
can
With Spanish and English on
travel till over the Americas, from
S Canada to Cape Horn."
Another Recital.
Seuor Tello is spending a few hours
day teaching young pupils until
V each
he recovers his health. He slated last;
night that he intends to give another
viomi recnai acre wumn a
and he hopes to draw a larger au.l.ience than at the first recital.
provide

TO STAND THE WORK
j

THE GIFTED TELLO'S
MESSAGE OF CHEER
V
"Age is no barrier to music. 1
men study- have seen gray-haireing the piano at the conservatory
V in Mexico City and acquiring a
knowledge of music which proved
a source of endless delight. To
that is
be a concert arlist,---a- h,
another matter. One should start
at Ihe age of 0 or 7.
To me the violin speaks with
the greatest intensity and synipa- thy: it evokes a thrill of the
senses such as no oilier Inslru- '
will not be at
ment can produce 11
.Mrs. Adolph rise
responds
to every pulse of one's emotions."
ihome tomorrow.
".loachim aroused my euthu- Miss Amelia Martinez, of Abiquiu, Is
This classical violinist VVICE
siasm.
'a visitor in Ihe city.
without a rival had Ihe power of
in
was
C.
Wilson
Francis
Attorney
j
Interpreting the greatest music in

BUY

PERSONALS i

THAT IS GUARANTEED FOR

15 YEA RS

1

MUSCLES OF STEEL
a good

INSURE WITH

liAYWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

Modern Cottage of

5

and Bath. Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Pal-

j

Rooms

-

ace Avenue.

i

We will sell, within ten days time, tor
time to investigate the above.

Jooms

!

18

and 9, Capital City JF
IF
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MANAGER,

HAYWARD,

B.

JOSEPH

$2,80!).
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PRESIDENT MARSHAL
FINISHES HIS VACATION

j

NEW

MEXICO

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

Albuquerque over Sunday.
absolute perfection."
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 2t. After a!
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
C. .1. Emerson, hydrographic. engi
month's vacation spent with his wife's,
neer, lias cone to Wisconsin on m
'Tlie West Point of the SoutLwest.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kimsey,
" imve played the violin for thir of Sf oltsdale, Vice President Marshall
lanual leave.
Ranked as "Distinguished
leave for Washington tonight with
A. P. Hill, chief clerk in the office, teen years practicing some days fnrjwi
am in Mrs. Marshall. He will arrive in
now
" by the U S.
of the secretary of state, is taking a li' hours en a stretch
Institution
Fe to rest and recuperate. I do icago Friday and leave that night for
two weeks' vacation.
War
Department.
bet-I could have selected a
Washington.
J. M. Hervey, of Hoswell, formerly not think
said today he evpecMr.
Located In tbe beautiful Pecos
ter city to regain my strength."
attorney general, is spending a
Yio-tfeetabave sealevel,
to see important trust legislation
ed
Vailey 3.
So said 1. L. Tello. the Brazilian
in the city.
Dunstitne
every Uuy Oneu air
new session of
in
at
the
taken
here
was
who
heard
up
linlat
recently
mem
a
,
'r
K. C. Duller, of Albuquerque,
ibreut-hou-t
the entire seswork
.'?.
and who has created a furore gross.
7.
for physical
ber of the Hernalillo county board,
Cunditlona
sion.
i
with
violin.
his
S
and mental development are
was in the city Sunday.
iff
- but
23
old
at
as
Tello is only
('off.'
ennnot be f ounfl
tDKA I. Ruch
years
Mrs. F. E. Mera with her mother.
Four-- '
elsewhere la America.
Mrs. J. C. Robinson, left, last week times he looks much older. Hut he
teen officers and Instructors, all
on
I o Kt'o
for Chicago where she will visit sev talks with the vivacity of youth and
fresh
collet
KTadoairb from siandartl Easthis eyes (lilato as he tells of the very
4
eral weeks.
Ten buKdlnirs,
ern colleges.
he took
when
his
of
known
studies,
a
well
beginning
de
C.
Baca,
I
Marcos
modern in
respect
why lYnlll Ik ro.-is- nii
""-- ;
at me age in m.
vioun
ine
up
Sandoval
of
Bernalillo,
Progressive
Kecents
noneoi f.iu:
county, is registered at the Monte- still living in nis oiu
B. A CA HOOK. President
J'al"razil.
plant iiToiiu.li I In 'Toeerv
j.iinia' hotel.
J K. ftHKA.
a
at
of
much
do
first,"
A. B. Mc.Millean,
Albuquerque,
playing
(id not
J. P. WHITK. Treasurer
store 1o the kitchen was
'prominent attorney of the Duke City, lhe continued, "I was not in any sense
JOHN W. POB, Secretary
in
short
a
on
on
!fl
the stage
'W,inder kind' to go
was in the city Saturday
vf A F1NLAY.
'concert
ten
of
lono- an nnsolveil prohlen.
work. Hut at the age
business trip.
For particulars and illustrated eata;
with themy iove for the violin had so (level-J. 1C. Powers, engineer
address,
'hydrographic survey office for this
that my parents decided to let
hits heen
That, wtiv
ft
:
)
was.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
trict, returned last evening from Ra-- me follow my chosen career.
sent at the age of ten years to Mexi- Uon and I.as Vegas.
ftiinnl.
Antonio l.ucero, secretary of state, co city where I studied at the Naland his daughter, Miss Lucero, leftjtional Conservatory under the guidIJest
Sch ifl in
ii"v
J
Itlus afternoon for Albuquerque to at- - !ance of the famous Saloma.
Mexico
in
"1
five
City,
years
spent
tet.d the state teachers meeting.
t
iiroinn-ti.u'licomes
in
Clem, A Gray, district engineer of At the age of fifteen I sailed for Ger- j
at
the
to
Berlin,
Arrived
great
leaves
many.
the hvdrographic survey,
cillts, eve icsli. And, lo
morrow with Jfrs. Gray for Denver nitieie enter, I entered' the National
leave,
and other points on a months'
lllitke fissiii'fiiice iloubJv
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING 00.
member of the
.1. U G. Swinney,
Joachim His Teacher.
'
m
.Local Agents lor
state board of education, and county
then
Berlin
Berlin?
lieeauae
's
"Why
sure, it liit)lie'Iilck.
aunerintendent of San Juan county, 1,.r1 ..u itu rlii'pr'tnr (if the NatlolllLl
was In the city Saturday evening en (.0I1HPrvatol.v lhe classical
violinist
and 2
Mh.
route to Albuquerque for the state j wUholt a i'jVal JOACHIM ! It was
-- Elastic" Bookcaw
granulated.
cleanly
ittachers' meeting.
that
v
truly said of this wonderful artist,
inf ernretinB the
Mrs. U A. Jones leaves today withcombined.
Desk
and
San
Augin
home
Your
With
their
for
Come
her sister
Eearly
greatest musjc jn absolute perfection,
ustine, Texas, to spend the winter.
S
j Bj)ftnt tll,et, yearg in Bernni ami
A Desk Unit with few ot
In
March.
to
Fe
Santa
the enthusiasm aroused
They will return
many Book Units as desired.
Mrs.
M
Mrs. Franz and her daughter,
!by hparjng joachhn play and recelv-- j
The only perfect combination
ISPW plf WfiSljC'S
,
desk and bookcase ever made,
H
IE. A. Fiske, have returnea iroin
jLMatall ffiffiljS!Hl
in8trctlons on hid vehicle of
I have
arrived from
recently
attracweeKs
B
II
Roomy, convenient,
ver where they spent several
and am prepared to do
profoun(1 expregl,0, that I practiced
Chicago
We
show
to
want
five.
you
6
from
SOme
iQn tie vi0iu
visiting friends.
first class dress making, as ell
m its advantages atd possi- .
Tprc&ggjgI3cf
.., days
H. A. Jastro, prominent, veal estate
until mi(itiight,
as experienced in Spirilla cor- - j
btlities. Ci 11, write o phooiw.
man or HakersneiU. cuiliumm,
corset
with but a couple ot hours for meais.
us about it.
guaranset fitting. Each
.
merlv of New Mexico, and one of the This sort of regime naturally broke
in,.,ii
teed for a year not to break or f
Diego exposition down
Ifirst New Mexico-SanervI
I
Old
developed
rust. My parlors are in the
my health.
commissioners named, is at the De ous dyspepsia and had to reduce the
Barracks.
I;
hotel.
Vargas
number of hours of practice.
Ft. McFie leaves today
John
Mexico
City
Judge
returned to
"In 11108
O. B.
jfor Albuquerque to attend the state where I taught violin for two years. In
201 West Palace Ave., Phone 20. W. f.
remain
and
will
convention
teachers'
moved to Chihuahua to direct
ltilO
lover in the Duke City to take Thanks
the Mendelsohn Conservatory. I put
I
mis-his
THF AMERICAN
daugnters,
giving dinner with
three jearjj WQrk tu,re ag u.achPr,
In ad- iwunr,
K.
Mary ana Miss Anient
iviE
are at the state university.
(,Mion t(J the vjolini t studied the vio
GO.
James W. Norment returned SattirKAUNE
the pjano
where
day from Faywood Hot Springs,
a Thriller,
Violin
was
He
spent several weeks.
"Which do you like best ot all. Where Quality Governs the Price
greatly benefitted by his stay at the
ai.rinen nnd savs he feels better than was asked.
and Price the Quality
"To me the violin speaks with the
He stop
lm was for six years past.
t npmini- - on his wav home greatest intensity and sympathy; it
such as
and says he was much pleased with evokes a thrill of the senses
no other instrument can produce," he
that live burg.
"1 regard the violin as the
Hugh H. Williams, chairman of the replied.
which seems to respond to
instrument
in
was
commission,
State corporation
, every pulse of one's emotions."
Albuquer-innefrom
over
:the city
Sunday
Asked at what age one must begin
where the state corporation com-- I
to
Is
the plaintiff in a hearing any musical instrument in order
mission
Tello
Mr.
replied:
success,
achieve
interstate
of
the
before an examiner
"If one wishes to become an artist,
commerce commission,
affecting all
should say ahout the age of SIX or
the rates in New Mexico. The hear-- j
But if one wishes to piay
ing will probably be concluded today. SEVEN.
F. Macpherson, editor of the Santa for music's sake, to obtain pleasure
power of first-cla- ss
realized the business-buildin- g
only
Fe Railway Men s Magazire, has been for oneself and others, I do not know-anInan
is
Our cracker counter
own Bond Faper ana
in the city several days, and was a
age that forbids the taking up of
stationery, you would choose your
The large
place.
teresting
caller at the office of the New Mexican any instrument, provided one have
is much some kind of an ear for music.
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
Mr. Macpherson
variety of crackers and wafers
today.
most
men
and
astonish
would
seen
studying
Oldest
the
with
we
have
hopes
City
carry
pleased
to return at no distant date. He was at the conservatory at .Mexico luj
And. if you wanted to make your business stationery
anybody. What Is so nice as
shown around the city today by Har- and acquiring a knowledge of music
a box of dainty, delicious wa100 f' efficient, you would specify
devey I.ntz, local agent of the Santa Fe. which proved a source of endless
kind of a cracker
Some
fers?
light.
should be on the table at every
"And to become an artist one needs,
REAL ESTATE DAV
meal should be In every lunch
first of all?"
"
"Ah, first of all the musical head
box. And the very kind you
Last week was a very active one in placed upon a body or steel. Certainhere.
are
They
should have
ly the long hours of work necessary
the real estate line.
have the quality that always saton the conceit
success
achieve
to
Many people are awake to the fact
isfies.
will wreck any ordinary phythat real bargains are to be had now stage
sique."
)
that may never be open again.
A Tour of America.
J have this week some very desirThe De Luxe Business Paper
After recuperating here, Senor TelPATENT FLOUR"
able small ranch propositions that lo said that he plans a concert tour "BOSS
wilt soon be picked up. These are of America. "I have seen South Amerbecause by comparison you would find that COUPON
ica, Central America and Europe. Now CHASE & SANBORN'S COFFEE
close in.
cter
I yearn to visit North America. Your
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-charaOn this week's bargain list are two
people thousand of them are music
makes stationery
very desirable modern cottages that lovers. One sees that in the wild enPRIMROSE BUTTER
impressiveness, and all
a few hundred dollars will close the thusiasm greeting the artiBts who
really productive- deal, j
play in concert or recital from ocean
If you are looking for a cottage to to ocean."
today. And see the
Asked the names of the teachers of
Just specify
rent I have VERY desirable houses,
CO.
&
KAUNE
Mr.
H.
books
he prefers,
the violin whose
Let us show you samples.
difference.
elegantly furnished, and some unfur- Tello replied without hesitation "Ber-iot- ,
nished.
Paganini, Kreutzer and Fiorillo. I Where Prices
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
See "TOWNSEND,"
should counsel any violin, pupil to
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Sate
The Real Estate Man. study these in the beginning. They
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That we carve
ThcPRICe: when
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FINE PICKING INUUK,

-

CHRISTMAS WORK

.

AND ALWAYS

j

WE DO NOT DO "SHARP PRACTICE" WITH THOSE WHO BUY CUTLERY AND HARDWARE FROM US.
OF COURSE, WE KNOW WHICH BRANDS OF HARDWARE WEAR
THE BEST. THESE WE SELL.
WE SELL AND MAKE GOOD IF
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING
WE DON'T DO THIS OFTEN, BECAUSE WE
ANYTHING GOES WRONG.
HAVE LONG SINCE CUT OUT ALL LINES OF GOODS THAT DID NOT
STAND THE TEST.

COMPANY.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE

14.

WE HAVE IT."

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

PHONE

!
ash
For
uy

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

Hay, Grain

0

Flour

Give us a trial and let us show you.

Guaranteed

Pure, Clean and Wholesome.

- -

Galisteo and Water Sis.

Phone, Main 250.
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CAKES AND

CRACKERS

IF. YOU BUSINESS MEN

1

gray-haire-

aHENRY

KRICIf- e-

DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES

Manufacturer of ail kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Santa Fe, New Nlex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

BARN
THE STAR
W. A. WILLIAMS,

- PROPRIETOR.

GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE

POMES.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139. 310 San Francuco

Re-

PROMPT SERVICE.
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THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.,
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Without good red blood a man has a weak heart and poor nerve. Thinness of
the blood, or anaemia, is common in younfl fulks as well as uij. Especially is it
the case with those who work in illy ventilated factories or those who arc shut
up indoors in winter time with a coal stove burning up the oxytfen or emitting
carbonic (oxide) gas. This blood, or blood which lacksthe red blood corpuscles,
in anaemic people may have been caused by lack of good fresh air breathed into
lungs, or by poor digestion or dyspepsia. Sometimes people su'fer intense
rain over the heart which is not heart disease at ail, but caused by indigestion.
Hhatsver the cause, there's just one remedy that you can turn
that it lias given satisfaction for over 40 years.
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When a grocer returns
a dissatisfied customer's
money, she keeps what is
left of the goods.
You see why, don't you ?
We can't use a broken
package of goods; that
isn't it. We want her to
have it. She'll find out
her mistake.
The goods are good;
they are the best salesmen we've got.;
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Train
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

PAGE EIGHT

GOOD CLOTHES ON TH AN KSGI V
DAY.
ANY OTHER
IMG DAY OR
THE HUB N. SALMON.
Boy Scouts, Attention All scoutH
in the First Division are requested to
report to ihe scoutmaster not latei
than Wednesday evening, if they expect to join the hunting party of Boy
Scouts. .Except in case of inclement
weather, the party plans to leave Santa
Fa Thanksgiving day at 0 p. m. The
fiturt will be made from thePlaza.
Heckling and provisions for two days
should be ready to load on the wagon
at 5 p. m. h. V. Smith, Scoutmaster.

lias given notice of a motion for a
The case of the United
new trial,
States vs. Fay was tried before Judge
William H. Pope.
The case of the United States vs.
Victor Mendoza, who escaped from
a reform schol, was ""dismissed.
In the case of the United States vs.
iW. J. Warn el, charged with unlawful-iy fencing in part of the public domain,
t lie defendant
was given until Decern-IbeIn ihe
2M
to remove the fence.
'case of the United States vs. Carlos R.
jSams, of Lovington, also charged with
unlawfully fencing in the public doROLLS
TAX
GETS ITS CORRECTED
main, Sams was given until December
INTO THE HANDS OF THE TRAVEL- 2tr to remove Ihe fence.
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Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto Delivery Every Hour

i
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Phone No. 4
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LATE

IF YOU CARE TO SEE A BIG ASSORTMENT OF CHILDREN'S HATS
AT LOW PRICES GO TO SALMON'S.
Our regular fresh stock of the best
iii cigar made, Corto Plazo, at Zook's,

SATURDAY.

COLLECTOR

WALL STREET.

IS NOW

New York, Nov. 24. Prices were
well maintained during the morning,
with small gains among the specula-

tive stocks. Movements apparently
were not influenced by" the bearing
factors, which covered a wide- scope,
including further curtailment of steel
production indications of contracting
railroad traffic in the large increase
in idle freight cars; resumption of the
movement of gold to Canada, and stilf
lower prices for copper metal.
While the movement was too narrow to be accepted as indicating an
in sentiment
traders
imnrovement
.
jf.
it aa
,n
tn,,a thn
to tiep..ess them.
Orders for one hundred shares were
smfficieiit to sway
prices
which illustrated the narrowness of
speculation. Prices kept on a parity
witii Saturday's close, despite a flood
of bearish reports on conditions in the
sUel and copper trades.
The market closed firmly; scarcely
any movement whatever occurred in
the closing hour, although there were
signs of pressure on general electric
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of Stamped
Beautiful line
Linen and Stamped Art Cloth,
Cushion Tops and the Pillows
for same. Embroidery Sets and
SoEmbroidery Floss in Royal
ciety, the D. M. C. and the
Silk Floss.
Crochet Cottons. Crochet and
Embroidery Needles.
Gre-cla-

LINGERING ILLNESS

..FUNERAL WILL BE

24,

FANCY WORK GOODS

DIES

L0W1TZKI

NOVEMBER

M.

Mrs Jennie Lowitzki, one of the
oldest residents of Santa Fe, died af- ter a lingering illness Saturday night
at her home on Johnston Street. She
was 05 years of age.
Mrs. Lowitzki was born in Europe,
and came to New York at the age of
20,
There she was married to the
late Salomon Lowitzki.
It was over thirty years ago that
Mr. and Mrs. l.owltzki came to Santa
Fe and engaged in business. For
years Mrs. Lowitzki kept a store on
Her health
San Francisco street.
failed some months ago and she sold
out the place. Her long residence in
the Capital City, and her knowledge
of four languages, gave her a wide acquaintance and her many friends used
ti like to hear her tell of the early
days in Santa Fe the days of the
sliige coach and of the hostile Indian.
Mrs. Lowitzki is survived by three
sons, David, Hyman and Lewis, all of
whom are now in the city.
The Funeral Tomorrow.
The funeral will takle place at .1
o'clock tomorrow morning from the
Lcwitzkl residence on Johnston Street
The services will be conducted by a
rabbi from Las Vegas.
Interment will be in Fairview Ce
metery. The Akers Wagner Undertaking establishment is in charge of
the arrangements.

MISS A. MUGLER
MILLINER
"AFFINITY" EARLE AGAIN
TO VISIT UNITED STATES.
New York, N. Y., Nov. 24. Anticipating the arrival in this country of
Ferdinand Finney Earle, of affinity
fame, counsel for the first wife,, Mrs.

Lmilie Fisohbacher, obtained today a
writ of habeas corpus directing that
Earle produce in court, Harold Earle,
a child of the pair.
The wife charges that Earle kidnapped the boy in France with the
aid of Charlotte Herman, formerly of
Rutherford, N. J. Cable advices received here said Earle waB aboard
either the steamship Marquette due
at Boston tomorrow or the steamship
Finland, due here tomorrow.

READY FOR TAX MONEY The Rexall Store.
FOR SALE Quantity good building material located at No. 322 San
From the amount of newspaper Francisco St.,' T. .. Sawyer.
Marriage License The county clerk
publicity given the tax situation in
has
issued a license, to wed to Patro-cinione
l ho
state
of
the
lately,
press
Hael and Miss AJartinita Tapia,
would almost believe that every as
sessor had either quit or naa oeen aisu a. nutnse iu iiNimu
'enjoined so 'that he could not make and Mies Paulita Quuitana.
THERE IS NOTHING THAT WILL
the extensions ordered by the state
board of equalization, but while wrath MAKE A GIRL LOOK SO UKt&SY
DAY
THAN
was being stirred up in many coun- - ON THANKSGIVING
DISMISSED IN
CHARGES
ties, Manuel Martinez, assessor of BULKINS SWEATER N. SALMON.
RETURN FOR TESTIMONY.
Sandoval county was working, and
The finest line of Electrical GlassNew York, N. Y., Nov. 24. Two
Kite Saturday afternoon the corrected ware ever displayed
in this city.
tax rolls were returned to the office Gnagey & Ervien.
Eugene F. Fox, and Ashley
The raises
of the traveling auditor.
Shea, were rewarded today for their
FOR SALE Good 1200 pound horse
revelations regarding graft in the
ordered by Ihe state board of
suitable for dray or heavy team work.
as well as the reductions were T. J. Sawyer, No. 322 Sao Francisco
police department by the dismissal of
indictments charging them with brib-edall made. The amount of taxes all street.
and perjury. Fox and Shea were
figured; the totals figured, and the reThe
Guild
monthly
Alter
regular
"charged with collecting "protection
ceipt of the county treasurer and co- meeting of the Altar Guild of the which fell 112.
money ' handled by police
Captain
llector, Julius Seligman was attached, Church of the Holy Faith will be held
'dated Nov. 17th. This means that
W. Walsh.
Thos.
4
at
25th
p.
November
on Tuesday,
SENDING
ON
FOR
TRIAL
satisfacin
there will be no delay in Sandoval
THE HARDWARE MAN SAYS: Don't give anybody the
of Mrs. R. J.
m. at the residence
OBSCENE BOOKS IN MAILS.
the collection of taxes, and that there Palen.
SIBERIAN EXILES
tion of saying: "I told you so." Save Money and Disappointment, don't
RECONCILIATION
the
in
for
that
no
excuse
is
county
APPEAL FOR RESCUE.
Mrs.
In
the Hardware Line,
Household
Sale
goods.
For
11'
send out of town for anything you may need
24
Nov.
After
,
Chicago,
penalty not being attached after Dec. Schofleld, 108 Garcia street.
Berlin, Nov. 24. The sufferings
AFFECTED
IS
is
STORE
rellHARDWARE
neither
as
RELIABLE
complete,
Studiei"
a
"Inner
YOUR
of
the Stock
1st for the books in Sandoval are
from
disease and ill treatTHANKSGIVING
FOR
YOUR
BETWEEN BOOTHS ment hunger,
gjous book nor a treatise on sex hynow ready for the payment, of taxes.
of Russian political prisoners
their prices right, and they ar right here "at home" to make good.
GO TO SALMON'S giene, but the product of a licentious
DRESS
EVENING
and exiles are set forth in an appeal
It. is interesting to note that SandoThis is not a "knock," it's a "warning."
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN and depraved mind, Walter Krimbill,
New York, Nov, 24. After an published in many European newsval county is the one the more prosGO TO
THE CITY.
assistant I'. S. district attorney, told
of seventeen
years papers today over- the signatures of
perous counties make fun of. SandoBEACHMAN, MIGNARDOT HDW CO.
Woman's Guild A special and im- a juror in Judge Mack's court today estrangement
Booth several hundred prominent men and
and
Booth
Bramwell
val county is the county without a
Ballington
'
of the Woman's Guild that he would read the book In court.
as the luncheon women of Germany, England, France
They Believve in the "Golden Rule All Ways."
court house, and the county without portant meeting
shook bands
of the Church of the Holy Faith will
"Inner Studies" was written by guests of the today
Rev. Alden L. Bennett, and other countries. An epidemic of
a newspaper, but Sandoval
county be held at the home of Mrs. W. S.
Otoman Zar Adusht Hanish, head of a friend of both. Tiie meeting was suicide Is said to prevail at present
was awarded a blue ribbon this morn
on Wednesday, November 26th, the .Mazda-bacult, said to have a private, and, according to announce- among the banished political offendST
ing in the office of the traveling audi- at 2; ISO p. m. Every member of the
persons. The ment was a "brotherly one, entirely ers, who it is stated in the appeal, remebership of 14,000
tor for being the first to return the Guild
is requested to come.
author is charged with violating the concerned with personal matters."
gard this as their only means of sal;
corrected tax rolls.
Koch, interstate commerce law In having
See
Nusbaum, Caldwell,
vation. The signers will form a comthe
amalgasuggested
Presumably
The estimated changes in the San- Moore, Keefe, Bowman and Patek, sent the book
from
by
express
Chicago
and
the
mittee to collect and publish facts.
the
of
Salvation
mation
Army
doval county rolls made the tax valu- who will put on the local hits on WedJulia B. Gardner, of Brook-field- Volunteers of America, of which the
jation of that county $1,451,523,. but nesday evening at the Elks' theater.
Mo.
Coffoe
brothers are the respective heads,
the collector in making these changes
Perfumes and Toilet Waters All
was not broached.
iu detail, runs the total taxable values the favorite odors and makers.
A
PROHIBITION AGAINST
Fino coffVo is luilf the
of the county to ll,455,ol, or S4UU0
big assortment- all sizes and. prices.
TANGO IS EXTENDED.
UP
SHOOT
MEXICANS
more than the estimates of the trav- Be sure to
on
your list.
Willput this down
Berlin, Nov. 24. Emperor
breakfast. It loes so much
CALIFORNIA TOWN
eling auditor.
Zook's, The Kexall Store.
iam's edict forbidding German army
In
an
24.
The Sandoval county tax rate exNov.
VarCalif.,
Santa Paula,
Reservations for the Hotel De
for so little.
and navy officers to dance the tango
clusive of school levies is .030 mills, gas
a party of Mexispecial Thanksgiving dinner must and other steps while in uniform, has attempt to round up
town"
and with the state rate makes a total he made before tomorrow noon In or
the
were
"shooting up
Schilling's Best costs
been taken to heart here and the cans who
ft of .044(1. The maximum school levy der to make
early today, City Marshal H. M. Norarrangements, same
proper
been
rule
has
introduced
of 15 mills is made in almost every otherwise
man was fatally wounded and Sheriff
you for the coffee less
only a la carte service will throughout the diplomatic circle.
school district, although there are be
with a posse is out seeking the
Martin
A
was
given.
hurried change
made today
than a cent a cup; with
five in which only five mills are levied
BECAUSE SHOES ARE CORRECT in the program for the dauce to be men responsible.
in
is
mills.
the
ten
and one in which the levy
The disturbances occurred
cream an-- sugar to 3c;
STYLES held after the thanksgiving dinner of
ADVANCE
IN SHAPE IN
with the
The amount of taxes due in Sando- FIT THE HUMAN FOOT, ASSURE the American
Mexican
Norman,
quarter.
be2 to .'3c for a royal bevcr- colony. This was
val county is over $82,000. Figuring PERFECT COMFORT
J. A. Gommol.
AND EASE. cause it was learned that
mem- town's night watchman,
any
on the collection of about 80 per cent BEACON SHOE STORE.
THE HUB bers of the diplomatic corps would be sought to arrest the men who promptage!
s PHONE 12
was shot
of this amount, the county should colSANTA FE, N. M.
N. SALMON.
forced to withdraw should the tango ly opened fusillade. Norman
In aromatlght cans; cleanly
the
lect about $65,000. Last year, the collungs.
through
Two New Bungalows August
or one step be danced. These were
lections did not reach $30,000, accordgranulated moneyback.
the contractor, begins work at consequently eliminated from the proing to the figures in the traveling au- once on two modern bungalows
for gram but will be permitted during the KILLED WHEN AUTOMOBILE
GOES THROUGH BRIDGE. IM PORTA NT NOTICE TO KNIGHTS
ditor's report. First thing you know Cleofes Romero on New York and latter
part of the evening, after the
OF COLUMBUS.
Alfred Dathey will be building a modern court Webber avenues. The houses will be official guests have retired.
Glenwood, La., Nov. 24
Our regular meeting will be held
house in Sandoval county.
in construction,
vis, aged 52, in charge of the footwear
thoroughly
November 24th, at
department of the Iowa institution for Monday evening,
heating and lighting.
old
Corporation Amends.
feeble minded children here for the 7:30 at the new club rooms in the
FOR SALE Furniture,
including CHICHESTER S
on Water
11RANK.
The New Mexico Trading company piano, brass beds, library chairs, dink
waB killed late last Parochial school building
years,
twenty
past
Ladicai ak your
isi tor
street. All members are especially
has filed an amendment to tis articles ing room set. etc. Call between 3 ana
Diamond It rand
Clif.eliGfitcra
night when his automobile became
and tt,& tnetaMlcN
I'llls in
oi incorporation with the state corpo-- 5 afternoons, 442 Galisteo. Will sell at
MODERN AND
and went through - the urged to attend as the insurance polbotes, seaieJ with liluo Ribbon.
Tnka no olhei. But of voni
will be disration commission, lhis amendment a bargain, horses, surry, light wacon,
Ask fort'iri.CirKS.TEB
8
Nmfftttst.
railing of a bridge nine miles from icies have arrived and
ALWAYS
ihaMoni brand fills. fot&&
the
meeting.
tributed
after
found
was
lifeless
Davis'
here.
changes the name of the corporation buggy, motorcycle, farm and Erarden
body
as
ReltaMe
known
Safest,
Best,
Always
V B years
J. J. KENNEY, F. S.
to
The Roswell Seed
Company, tools too numerous lo mention. Dr. A.
under the machine.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
llager-ma- J Casner.
from
the
LARGE LOBBY
headquarters
changes
Service Thanksgivto Roswell, and tile agent from
Thanksgiving
AND VERANDAS
K. Gill to E. H. Howell.
ing service and address at the Episcopal church will be at in a. m. Thanks
COMFORTABLE PORCH
Auto License No. 1.
giving day. The service will be regu-SWINGS and ROCKERS
Louis G. llfeld, state senator from Iar morning prayer. The music will
:'an Mig uel and Guadalupe counties, be under the direction of Mr. LlewelService and Cuisine
ui u whose Velie automobile now bears lyn C. Hall, choir master.
the Best in the City
menu n 5, nnnuoumt iito,
No. 1 the first auto license issued unAmple facilities tor large
EVCriT-- l
MWU
and smuil banquet.
der the new automobile law, has for- SrflKISi
warded to the secretary of state his THING THAT'S CORRECT IN TOG- check for his 1914 license, and as he GERY TO TONE UP YOUR OUTFIT
THE HUB
is the first one to apply for the license FOR THANKSGIVING.
fot next year, will probably draw No. N. SALMON.
PLAN.
Carte.
la
a
RATES
EUROPEAN
Meals
SPECIAL
Music Lessons Prof. I. L. Tello,
one again.
Room With Bath, $2.00 bp.
formerly professor at National Con- BY THE WEEK
strvatory in the City of Mexico;
Room Without Bath. $1.00 Up.
Auditing Four Counties.
An audit of the books in four coun- rector of the Mendelsshon Conservaties of the state is now going on. tory at Chihuahua; who has studied in
T. J. Guilfoil is at work on the books Berlin, will re pleased to give lessons
in
(of Lincoln county; Walter L. Kegel li violin, violoncello, piano and
For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
Terms on application.
or 8
has about completed the work on the harmony.
good condition, an understroke model 6, 7
or
Frank
Aloss-mnresidence
255
Phone
W.,
B.
A.
books of Chaves county;
or understroke Smith PreTypewriter
Remington
114
Santa
Cerrlllos
street,
commenced work last week on Plomteaux,
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Valencia and G. H. Van Stone is check- Fe.
Then you can buy a machine If you like, and w
Friend
from
see
Be
sure
and
it, "My
ing Santa Fe county.
will credit this $5,000 on the purchase.
laThe
India," Wednesday evening.
dies In the cast are Mrs. Hoover, Mrs.
SOLD ON THE
Payment to Depositors.
Receiver Charles E. Dennis of the Caldwell, Mrs. Abbott, Mrs. March
Sole Agent For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
American Bank and Trust company at and Mrs. Morley.
A Fine "Baile."
The
pay
ALFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packagi Clovls, has announced another
club, composed of young men,
ment to depositors during the first
week in December.
Although bids gave a delightful genuine Spanish
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
were advertised for, all proposals were dance, or "baile'' Saturday night at
s
so low that Mr. Dennis rejected all but Fireman's Hall. There were no
MONARCH
SMITH PREMIER
REMINCTON
or tangoes, only the slow waltz,
one in attempting to dispose of the
of called "Indita," and It was thorough-- ;
Black
Phone
bank's
the
benefit
real
estate
for
Phone Black
ly enjoyed. The attendance was good,
the stockholders.
45
the music excellent and everyone had
a fine time.
New Probate Judge.
Fun With a Kodak Lots of it, good
A. W. Hockenhull. a Clovis attorney,
and Democratic county chairman in wholesome fun, too. One of our
OUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED SEAL CARCurry county, has been appointed pro- Kodaks will help you to entertain and
bate judge in Curry county by the com- amuse yourself and others. Buy them
BON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
missioners to take the place made va ot Zook's, The Rexall Store.
on the market.
ONE OF OUR $25.00 HART SCHAF- cant by the resignation of Judge Mc
They are the leading lines not only In quality, but In completeness.
OR
OVERMARX
SUITS
NER
AND
Bee, who moved to Oklahoma.
-1
And
MAN
ANY
MAKE
this completeness makes It certain that we have got the exact
COATS
WILL
nnarPR.
FEEL VERY THANKFUL FOR SUCH
No Tax Muddle In Curry.
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.
i im
County Assessor Ambrose Ivy has
AMERICAN
m
IS BEST FOR EVERY BUILDING
completed the additions and changes
IS
PEERLESS
The Long,
on the assessment rolls of the county
ON YOUR PLACE
harrtfl, out Houhps and sheds it make no difwhich were recently returned by the'
House,
I'eerLvBi in unexcelled for all of them.
Steady Pull
ference.
state board of equalization, and be- Also it is without an equal an a Hiding. Jiint try it on
Wins
of
to
the
this
week
that old barn which you have found isn't weather proof.
gan
Monday
figure
Your atock will bo far healthier.
He
tax and make the extensions.
Peerless ia the brand that make a roofing dollar stretch
for
Store
staying
up energy
thinks it will require three weeks for
over mora square feet and five more laatins aatjafnction
than any roof in a made.
qualitiea by breakfasting on
this work, when all may then find the
KoofinA,
Ornamental
Arcotiie
dencribiuft
booklet
Aekfor
ROOFING
treasurer ready to receive taxes foi
)
(
1913. Clovis Journal.
o
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he Reliable Hardware Store.
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FL OWERS
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The Clarendon Garden,

L

Rein-gard-

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

PILLS

s

II

;

OUR UNPARALLELED

j

Typewriter Rental Offer

I

HOTEL DE VARGAS

Three Months
For

j

di--

-

$5.00

WHOLESALEAND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Spanish-America-

Easy Payment Plan.

n

RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS

two-step-

LEO HERSCH

45

One Month, $3.00

j

Paragon Ribbons

rasa

PEERLESS

Six Months, $ 5.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

"VTkS
.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CO.

A. WINDSOR, SANTA FE, N. M.

j

WEBCANIIOOflNCCfj

STAND

ON

tHO.

In U. S. Court.
Judge John R. McFie, of counsel for!
J. T. Fay, convicted of attempting to
defraud Uncle Sam of tax on brandy, j
j

Grape Nuts

Incorporated

--

" There's a Reason "

Ill

South Fourth St.

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

